Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A BPP net is a simple type of finite Place/Transition Petri net \[[@CR18]\] whose transitions have singleton pre-set. Nonetheless, as a transition can produce more tokens than the only one consumed, there can be infinitely many reachable markings of a BPP net. BPP is the acronym of *Basic Parallel Processes* \[[@CR4]\], a simple CCS \[[@CR11], [@CR15]\] subcalculus (without the restriction operator) whose processes cannot communicate. In \[[@CR12]\] a variant of BPP, which requires guarded sum and guarded recursion, is actually shown to represent all and only the BPP nets, up to net isomorphism, and this explains the name of this class of nets.

In a recent paper \[[@CR13]\], we proposed a novel behavioral equivalence for BPP nets, based on a suitable generalization of the concept of bisimulation \[[@CR15]\], originally defined over labeled transition systems (LTSs, for short). A *team bisimulation* *R* over the places of an *unmarked* BPP net is a relation such that if two places $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_2$$\end{document}$ moves first). *Team bisimilarity* is the largest team bisimulation over the places of the *unmarked* BPP net, and then such a relation is lifted to markings by *additive closure*: if place $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\_ \oplus \_$$\end{document}$ is the operator of multiset union. Note that to check if two markings are team bisimilar we need not to construct an LTS, such as the *interleaving marking graph*, describing the global behavior of the whole system, but only to find a *bijective*, team bisimilarity-preserving match among the elements of the two markings. In other words, two distributed systems, each composed of a *team* of sequential, non-cooperating processes (i.e., the tokens in the BPP net), are equivalent if it is possible to match each sequential component of the first system with one team-bisimilar, sequential component of the other system, as in any sports where two competing (distributed) teams have the same number of (sequential) players.

The complexity of checking whether two markings of equal size are team bisimilar is very low. First, by adapting the optimal algorithm for standard bisimulation equivalence over LTSs \[[@CR19]\], team bisimulation equivalence over places can be computed in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(k^2)$$\end{document}$ time. Of course, we proved that team bisimilar markings respect the global behavior; in particular, we proved that team bisimilarity implies interleaving bisimilarity and that team bisimilarity coincides with *strong place bisimilarity* \[[@CR1]\].

In this paper, we complete the comparison between team bisimilarity on markings and the causal semantics of BPP nets. In particular, we propose a novel coinductive equivalence, called *causal-net* bisimulation equivalence, inspired by \[[@CR9]\], which is essentially a bisimulation semantics over the causal nets \[[@CR2], [@CR17]\] of the BPP net under scrutiny. We prove that team bisimilarity on markings coincides with causal-net bisimilarity, hence proving that our distributed semantics is coherent with the expected causal semantics of BPP nets. Moreover, we adapt the definition of *fully-concurrent* bisimulation (fc-bisimulation, for short) in \[[@CR3]\], in order to be better suited for our aims. Fc-bisimilarity was inspired by previous notions of equivalence on other models of concurrency, in particular, by *history-preserving bisimulation* (hpb, for short) \[[@CR8]\]. Moreover, we define also a slight strengthening of fc-bisimulation, called *state-sensitive* fc-bisimulation, which requires additionally that, for each pair of related processes, the current markings have the same size. We also prove that causal-net bisimilarity coincides with state-sensitive fc-bisimilarity. These behavioral causal semantics have been provided for BPP nets, but they can be easily adapted for general P/T nets.

The other main goal of this paper is to show that fc-bisimilarity (hence also hpb) can be characterized for BPP nets in a team-style, by means of *h-team* bisimulation equivalence. (The prefix *h-* is used to remind that h-team bisimilarity is connected to hpb.) The essential difference between a team bisimulation and an h-team bisimulation is that the former is a relation on the set of places only, while the latter is a relation on the set composed of the places *and* the empty marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} introduces the basic definitions about BPP nets and recalls interleaving bisimilarity. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} discusses the causal semantics of BPP nets. First, the novel causal-net bisimulation is introduced, then (state-sensitive) fully-concurrent bisimilarity, as an improvement of the original one \[[@CR3]\], which better suits our aims. Section [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} recalls the main definitions and results about team bisimilarity from \[[@CR13]\]; in this section we also prove a novel result: causal-net bisimilarity coincides with team bisimilarity for BPP nets. Section [5](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} defines h-team bisimulation equivalence and studies its properties; in particular, we prove that h-team bisimilarity coincides with fc-bisimilarity. Finally, Sect. [6](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} discusses related literature.

Basic Definitions {#Sec2}
=================

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------
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Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------

**(Marking, BPP net system).** A multiset over *S* is called a *marking*. Given a marking *m* and a place *s*, we say that the place *s* contains *m*(*s*) *tokens*, graphically represented by *m*(*s*) bullets inside place *s*. A *BPP net system* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 4 {#FPar4}
------------
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Fig. 1.The net representing a semi-counter in (a), and a variant in (b)

Example 1 {#FPar5}
---------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the simplest BPP net representing a semi-counter, i.e., a counter unable to test for zero. Note that the number represented by this semi-counter is the number of tokens which are present in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 5 {#FPar6}
------------
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Remark 1 {#FPar7}
--------

**(Interleaving bisimulation between two nets).** The definition above covers also the case of an interleaving bisimulation between two BPP nets, say, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2 {#FPar8}
--------

**(Comparing two marked nets).** The definition above of interleaving bisimulation is defined over an *unmarked* BPP net, i.e., a net without the specification of an initial marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 2 {#FPar9}
---------

Continuing Example [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} about Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it is easy to realize that relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Causality-Based Semantics {#Sec3}
=========================

We start with the most concrete equivalence definable over BPP nets: isomorphism equivalence.

Definition 6 {#FPar10}
------------

**(Isomorphism).** Given two BPP nets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to define our approach to causality-based semantics for BPP nets, we need some auxiliary definitions, adapting those in, e.g., \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR10]\].

Definition 7 {#FPar11}
------------
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Remark 3 {#FPar14}
--------

As the initial marking of a causal net is fixed by its shape (according to item 3 of Definition [8](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}), in the following, in order to make the notation lighter, we often omit the indication of the initial marking, so that the causal net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 10 {#FPar15}
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Definition 11 {#FPar16}
-------------

**(Folding and Process).** A *folding* from a BPP causal net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 12 {#FPar17}
-------------

**(Isomorphic processes).** Given a BPP net system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 13 {#FPar18}
-------------
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Causal-Net Bisimulation {#Sec4}
-----------------------

We would like to define a bisimulation-based equivalence which is coarser than the branching-time semantics of *isomorphism of (nondeterministic) occurrence nets* (or unfoldings) \[[@CR5], [@CR7], [@CR16]\] and finer than the linear-time semantics of *isomorphism of causal nets* \[[@CR2], [@CR17]\]. The proposed novel behavioral equivalence is the following *causal-net bisimulation*, inspired by \[[@CR9]\].
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### Proposition 1 {#FPar20}
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### Proof {#FPar21}
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### Proposition 2 {#FPar22}
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### Proof {#FPar23}

Standard, by exploiting Proposition [1](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 3.Some non-cn-bisimilar BPP nets

### Example 3 {#FPar24}

Consider the nets in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Clearly the net in a) with initial marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 4 {#FPar25}

Consider the nets in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Of course, the initial markings $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 5 {#FPar26}
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(State-Sensitive) Fully-Concurrent Bisimulation {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------

Behavioral equivalences for distributed systems, usually, observe only the events. Hence, causal-net bisimulation, which also observes the structure of the distributed state, may be considered too concrete an equivalence. We disagree with this view, as the structure of the distributed state is not less observable than the events this distributed system can perform. Among the equivalences not observing the state, the most prominent is *fully-concurrent bisimulation* (fc-bisimulation, for short) \[[@CR3]\]. As we think that the definition in \[[@CR3]\] is not very practical (as it assumes implicitly a universal quantification over the infinite set of all the possible extensions of the current process), we prefer to offer here an equivalent definition, by considering a universal quantification over the finite set of the net transitions only. We define also a novel, slightly stronger version, called *state-sensitive* fc-bisimulation equivalence, that we prove to coincide with cn-bisimilarity.

### Definition 15 {#FPar27}

**(Fully-concurrent bisimulation).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 3 {#FPar28}
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### Example 6 {#FPar29}
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### Definition 16 {#FPar30}

**(State-sensitive fully-concurrent bisimulation).** An fc-bisimulation *R* is *state-sensitive* if for each triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Of course, also the above definition is defined coinductively; as we can prove an analogous of Proposition [1](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, it follows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar31}
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### Proof {#FPar32}
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By iterating this procedure, we add (possibly unboundedly many) triples to *R*. It is an easy observation to realize that *R* is a causal-net bisimulation.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 4 {#FPar33}
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Deadlock-Free BPP Nets and Fully-Concurrent Bisimilarity {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------

We first define a cleaning-up operation on a BPP net *N*, yielding a net *d*(*N*) where all the deadlock places of *N* are removed. Then, we show that two markings $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 17 {#FPar34}

**(Deadlock-free BPP net).** For each BPP net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 7 {#FPar35}
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### Proposition 4 {#FPar36}

**(Fc-bisimilarity and** **sfc-bisimilarity** **coincide on** **deadlock-free nets).** For each deadlock-free BPP net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar37}
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### Proof {#FPar39}
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Team Bisimulation Equivalence {#Sec7}
=============================

In this section, we recall the main definitions and results about team bisimulation equivalence, outlined in \[[@CR13]\]. We also include one novel, main result: causal-net bisimilarity coincides with team bisimilarity.

Additive Closure and Its Properties {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------

### Definition 18 {#FPar40}
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Fig. 4.Two team bisimilar BPP nets
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It is possible to prove that if *R* is an equivalence relation, then its additive closure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Team Bisimulation on Places {#Sec9}
---------------------------

### Definition 19 {#FPar41}
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### Example 9 {#FPar43}

Consider the nets in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Of course, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 10 {#FPar44}

Consider the nets in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. It is easy to see that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 5 {#FPar45}
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Team Bisimilarity over Markings {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

Starting from team bisimulation equivalence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 6 {#FPar46}
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### Example 11 {#FPar47}

Continuing Example [8](#FPar42){ref-type="sec"} about the semi-counters, the marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following theorem provides a characterization of team bisimulation equivalence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar48}
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By the theorem above, it is clear that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 1 {#FPar49}

**(Team bisimilarity is finer than interleaving bisimilarity).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Team Bisimilarity and Causal-Net Bisimilarity Coincide {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------

### Theorem 3 {#FPar50}

**(Team bisimilarity implies cn-bisimilarity).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar51}
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### Theorem 4 {#FPar52}
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### Corollary 2 {#FPar54}

**(Team bisimilarity and cn-bisimilarity coincide).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar55}

By Theorems [3](#FPar50){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#FPar52){ref-type="sec"}, we get the thesis.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 3 {#FPar56}

**(Team bisimilarity and sfc-bisimilarity coincide).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore, our characterization of cn-bisimilarity and sfc-bisimilarity, which are, in our opinion, the intuitively correct (strong) causal semantics for BPP nets, is quite appealing because it is based on the very simple technical definition of team bisimulation on the places of the unmarked net, and, moreover, offers a very efficient algorithm to check if two markings are cn-bisimilar (see Remarks [5](#FPar45){ref-type="sec"} and [6](#FPar46){ref-type="sec"}).

H-Team Bisimulation {#Sec12}
===================

We provide the definition of *h-bisimulation on places* for unmarked BPP nets, adapting the definition of team bisimulation on places (cf. Definition [19](#FPar41){ref-type="sec"}). In this definition, the empty marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 20 {#FPar58}
-------------
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Since a team bisimulation is also an h-team bisimulation, we have that team bisimilarity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 12 {#FPar59}
----------
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Remark 7 {#FPar60}
--------

**(Additive closure properties).** Note that the additive closure of an h-team bisimulation *R* does not ensure that if two markings are related by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is not difficult to prove that, for any BPP net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Starting from h-team bisimulation equivalence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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H-Team Bisimilarity and Fully-Concurrent Bisimilarity Coincide {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we first show that h-team bisimilarity over a BPP net *N* coincides with team-bisimilarity over its associated deadlock-free net *d*(*N*). A consequence of this result is that h-team bisimilarity coincides with fc-bisimilarity on BPP nets.

### Proposition 6 {#FPar62}
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### Proof {#FPar63}
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### Theorem 5 {#FPar64}

**(Fully concurrent bisimilarity and h-team bisimilarity coincide).** Given a BPP net $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar65}
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Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

Team bisimilarity is the most natural, intuitive and simple extension of LTS bisimilarity to BPP nets; it also has a very low complexity, actually lower than any other equivalence for BPP nets. Moreover, it coincides with causal-net bisimilarity and state-sensitive fully-concurrent bisimilarity, hence it corresponds to the intuitively correct bisimulation-based causal semantics for BPP nets. Moreover, it coincides also with *structure-preserving bisimilarity*, because our causal-net bisimilarity is rather similar to its process-oriented characterization in \[[@CR9]\]. From a technical point of view, team bisimulation seems a sort of *egg of Columbus*: a simple (actually, a bit surprising in its simplicity) solution for a presumedly hard problem. This paper is not only an addition to \[[@CR13]\], where team bisimilarity was originally introduced, but also an extension to a team-style characterization of fully-concurrent bisimilarity, namely h-team bisimilarity.

We think that state-sensitive fc-bisimilarity (hence, also team bisimilarity) is more accurate than fc-bisimilarity (hence, h-team bisimilarity) because it is *resource-aware*, i.e., it is sensitive to the number of resources that are present in the net. This more concrete equivalence is justified in, e.g., the area of information flow security \[[@CR14]\].

Our complexity results for fc-bisimilarity in terms of the equivalent h-team bisimilarity (cf. Remark [8](#FPar61){ref-type="sec"}), seem comparable with those in \[[@CR6]\], where, by using an event structure \[[@CR20]\] semantics, Fröschle et al. show that history-preserving bisimilarity (hpb, for short) is decidable for the BPP process algebra with guarded summation in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In \[[@CR13]\] we presented a modal logic characterization of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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